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A desperate alliance of human and Hroom factions gather to defeat Apex, a brutal alien menace
who has vowed to exterminate all civilized races from the sector.The final book of the Sentinel
Trilogy.
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The good are brave, the bad pure evil. Throw in some lasers, plasma engines and star leviathans,
mix them all up and you get a five star book written by an excellent storyteller.Some threads come
to an end, while others start and leave a taste for future books. Can't wait.

Can I just say how AWESOME this series has been - from the first book in the The Sentinel Trilogy
until the third and final book in this series, these books have had me on the edge of my seat.
Shattered Sun was absolutely gripping as Drake and his fleet of ships go up against four Apex
Harvester ships and an assortment of other Apex ships. Throw in a deadly star leviathan and you

have the makings of an epic story full of dramatic battles, tense moments as some of Drakes ships
are reeled in by the Apex harvesters and the good guys generally exhibiting nuggety, courageous
behaviour even though the odds are stacked against them.I can honestly say that I'm looking
forward to reading more of Wallace's stories set in the Blackbeard universe.

Great stuff, could not put it down. Michael wallace has imagine and talent . This Blackbeard series is
like Issac Asimov and Robert Heinlein writing together. I look forward to the next book. I am glad
Jess and Drake finally got together.

Every book is just great. The whole story starting back with the black beard series is just the best.
One of my favorite series. Great characters, plot, writing, on and on. Sit back and enjoy the gang as
the battle the universe.

Interesting story with multiple sub-stories integrated, excellent character development & very well
written. Didn't find even a single misspelled word or grammar error & we all know how rare that is in
books these days. Reasonable cost, great story, well written. What's not to like.

Big chickens needed a big Colonel Sanders. I was able to move past the chicken concept and once
you understand they are at the Apex, it's no big deal. The characters are fairly well developed, if not
stereotypical. There is a certain aloofness with the loss of so many ships that does not seem to be
borne out in real human history. Other than the lack of a statue sense of military reality, generally a
good read.

Before even attempting to read Book 3, please look at both the descending number of reviewers of
Book 1 & 2 of the series, and the critical, non-"bot" or sycophantic reviews. The author is a terrible
writer and these really bad eBooks are headache inducing.

Impressive battle scenes. Good character development. Yes, please write more stories like this with
unusual types of alien civilizations. If you, enjoy a good Sci Fi yarn, this trilogy will satisfy you...but
wait..I hope there's more soon from this author.
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